
FINAL
PRESENTATION

Paach Care

MA Web Design And Content Planning



TWITTER
DESCRITION

"A single-touch solution for gardening enthusiasts who wish to
provide their indoor plants greater care."



MAIN
CONCEPT

‘Paachcare’ is an informative website for
beginners in indoor gardening where topics
ranging from types of houseplants to their
apt caring methods are covered.



Research Process

Users spend a significant
amount researching a certain
topic online. This could
potentially cause them to delay
their goal. 

Paachcare is a one-stop
solution for information
regarding growing and
maintaining houseplants, which
is sure to largely save both their
time and effort.



Plant Pot
Leaf Box
Gardener Choice
Plant Tech
PaachCare

DOMAIN SELECTION

"Pacha"-"പ�"
(Malayalam word  which means Colour

Green)



FINAL DOMAIN
paachcare.com
•Hosting, C Panel & SSL – Hostinger
•Content-driven 



•Seven out of ten millennials identify as
"plant parents,".

• 40% of millennials intend to purchase a
new houseplant this year, while 48% of
them doubt their ability to maintain
plants.

SIGNIFICANCE



Target Audience

Location - Kerala ( a state in India)

Those who are new to gardening need help to determine which
plants to cultivate, what they need, and how to care for them.

People who are enthusiastic about gardening

 



USER PERSONA



LOGO DESIGN



FINAL DESIGN



Initial Color Palette



FINAL 
COLOUR PALETTE

The colours must reflect
the brand appropriately
and be aesthetically
pleasant, warm, and light.
Suttle flat colours, which
my target audience can
more easily relate to.

#ded451

#4a3524

#eaeaea #f5f4f3

#6aa244



FONT FAMILY

Main Headings - Quicksand
Logo & Subheading - Grand Hotel
Content - Rubik



IMAGES 
& ILLUSTRATIONS

Wide usage of images 
Using optimized images to get good speed performance. The images are mostly
in a high-key style because it gives the user a pleasant feeling. Because I have
done more research in these areas, I want my images to complement my content
and background.  



TECHNOLOGY
HTML
CSS
PHP
javascript

Front-End Technologies

Content Management
System - PHP & MySQL



INFORMATIVE ARCHITECTURE



WIREFRAME



INTIAL PROTOTYPE



FINAL PROTOTYPE https://paachcare.com/



Thank You!

- Jyothisha Josh Nair


